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ABSTRACT Millimeter-wave (mmWave) massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has already
been considered as a promising solution to meet the requirement of the higher data rate for the future
Internet of Things (IoTs). Hybrid precoding is an effective solution for the mmWave massive MIMO
systems to significantly decrease the number of radio frequency (RF) chains without an apparent sum-
rate loss. However, the current literature on hybrid precoding considers either the high-resolution (HR)
phase shifters (PSs) with high power consumption or the impractical narrowband mmWave channel model.
To this end, in this paper, we investigate an energy-efficient hybrid precoding scheme using one-bit PSs
for practical frequency-selective wideband mmWave massive MIMO systems. Specifically, we provide the
energy consumption analysis to reveal the fact that the energy consumed by the one-bit PSs is much lower
than that by the HR-PSs, and the array gain loss incurred by using one-bit PSs is minimal. Moreover,
motivated by the cross-entropy optimization (CEO) algorithm evolved for machine learning, we propose
the CEO-based hybrid precoding scheme to maximize the achievable sum-rate of the considered system.
In the CEO-based hybrid precoding, we update the probability distributions of the elements in the hybrid
precoder to minimize the cross-entropy between the two probability distributions so that we can generate the
final solution close to the optimal one. Furthermore, we extend the proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding
scheme from the case with one-bit PSs to the general case with HR-PSs to show that our solution can also be
applied in other scenarios. The performance evaluation demonstrates that our proposed scheme can obtain
near-optimal sum-rate and considerably higher energy efficiency than some existing solutions.

INDEX TERMS Millimeter-wave, massive MIMO, hybrid precoding, energy efficiency, machine learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of things (IoT) is comprised of billions of different
devices and can enable various advanced technologies such
as ecological protection and smart homes [1]. In some appli-
cations, IoT also imposes a demanding requirement in data
rates. Fortunately, millimeter-wave (mmWave) communica-
tion can be considered as an effective solution to satisfy the
high data rate requirement for IoT, since it enjoys rich and
unexplored spectrum resources [2]. However, high-frequency

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Min Jia.

mmWave signals at 30-300 GHz suffer from severe propa-
gation loss due to their short wavelengths. To overcome this
problem, a large number of antennas can be used to achieve a
high antenna array gain, which is attributed to the short wave-
lengths of mmWave signals [3]. However, using a massive
antenna array results in a new challenge, i.e., in the existing
sub-6 GHz multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems,
a dedicated radio frequency (RF) chain is usually required for
each antenna to realize the fully-digital precoding [4]. How-
ever, this fully-digital precoding is not affordable in mmWave
massiveMIMO systems due to a large number of required RF
chains (i.e., 256 or 1024) [5]. Analog precoding with a single
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RF chain is a suitable solution to this problem [6], but it can
only support the single-stream data transmission and does not
allow for spatial multiplexing [7].

To realize spatial multiplexing and to line up with the
sum-rate of fully-digital precoding, hybrid (digital and ana-
log) precoding has been recently proposed [8]. According
to the basic concept of hybrid precoding, the large-size
fully-digital precoder is divided into a large-size analog pre-
coder realized by analog PSs and a small-size digital pre-
coder requiring a small number of RF chains [8]. Due to the
low-rank property of mmWave channels, a small-size digital
precoder is adequate to realize the required spatial multiplex-
ing. In this way, hybrid precoding is capable of inheriting
the near-optimal sum-rate of the fully-digital precoding but
significantly reduce the number of required RF chains [9].

A. PRIOR WORKS
Very recently, machine learning (ML) has been proposed
to integrate with MIMO systems. For example, the support
vector machines (SVM) for analog beam selection to achieve
the near-optimal sum-rate with low complexity was proposed
in [10]. Furthermore, [11] presented a real-time MIMO CSI
feedback architecture, which uses the long-short-term mem-
ory (LSTM) to design the CSI codebook to reduce the feed-
back overhead of MIMO systems. Moreover, [8] discussed
to utilize the matrix factorization to formulate the hybrid
precoding problem and employed the orthogonal matching
pursuit (OMP) algorithm to achieve the optimal solution.
In [12] Yu et al. used the same formulated problem as in [8]
and proposed an alternating minimization algorithm to obtain
the near-optimal hybrid precoder. The proposed solutions
in [8] and [12] can obtain a sum-rate close to fully-digital
precoding, but the channel model used in these works is a
narrowbandmmWave channel. However, the actual mmWave
systems are likely to be wideband due to the availabil-
ity of substantial bandwidth at mmWave frequencies (e.g.,
2 GHz) [13].

In conventional fully-digital precoding, the extension from
the narrowband to the wideband channel is straightforward
by utilizing the orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
ing (OFDM). It converts the frequency-selective wide-
band channel to a series of frequency-flat subchannels.
However, it cannot work for hybrid precoding, where the
subcarrier-dependent digital precoder is designed in the fre-
quency domain, while the subcarrier-independent analog pre-
coder realized by the PSs is designed in the time domain
which is common across all the subcarriers. This unique char-
acteristic of frequency-selective hybrid precoding differenti-
ates it from the traditional fully-digital precoding and makes
it more challenging in the wideband mmWave channels.

Some recent works have considered hybrid precoding
for practical frequency-selective wideband mmWave chan-
nels. For example, the hybrid precoding design for a
mmWave MIMO-OFDM system was presented in [7] where
HR-PSs with high energy consumption were considered.
Then, the wideband mmWave hybrid precoding problem for

maximizing the spectral efficiency with limited feedback
is considered in [14]. The authors first developed a hybrid
codebook for widebandmmWave systems, and then proposed
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization based hybrid precoding
algorithm for the given codebook. Likewise, a closed-form
wideband hybrid precoding solution was proposed in [15]
but again the HR-PSs with high energy consumption were
considered.

To address the high energy consumption problem,
the usage of low-resolution PSs instead of HR-PSs appears
to be a feasible solution, as the power consumed by
low-resolution PSs is considerably lower than that consumed
by HR-PSs. To this end, Gao et al. [16] and [17] have
proposed to use one-bit PSs for hybrid precoding, where
the analog precoder was realized by energy-efficient one-bit
PSs to reduce the power consumption considerably. However,
similar to [8] and [12], these works also considered the nar-
rowband mmWave channel model.

To sum up, most of the existing research works on
hybrid precoding either consider the high-resolution PSs
with high energy consumption or consider the frequency-flat
narrowband mmWave channel model. To the best of authors’
knowledge, the hybrid precoding with one-bit PSs over prac-
tical frequency-selective wideband mmWave channels has
not been investigated in the literature.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Against the above background, this paper investigates
energy-efficient hybrid precoding with one-bit PSs for
frequency-selective wideband mmWave massive MIMO sys-
tems. In this considered system, one-bit PSs instead of
HR-PSs are used to realize the analog precoder. Then, we
formulate the sum-rate maximization problem under the con-
straints of constant-modulus and total power. In our con-
sidered system, the frequency-dependent digital precoder is
designed in the frequency domain, while the analog pre-
coder is frequency-independent and common across all the
subcarriers.

To solve this problem, we utilize the idea of cross-entropy
optimization (CEO), which was developed initially for
machine learning applications, to search the optimal analog
precoder intelligently. The cross-entropy (CE) algorithm is
a general optimization method that has been applied suc-
cessfully to many NP-hard combinatorial optimization prob-
lems [18]. It was firstly designed for rare event simulation
by Rubinstein in 1997 and then was formulated as an opti-
mization tool for both continuous and discrete optimization
problems [19], [20]. Recently, it was found that the CEO
has a strong connection with neural computation and rein-
forcement learning [21]. In our considered problem, based
on the probability distributions of the elements in the hybrid
precoder, several candidate hybrid precoders are generated
randomly at first. Then, based on the achievable sum-rates of
these candidate hybrid precoders, the proposed CEO-based
hybrid precoding scheme improves the probability distribu-
tions of the elements in the hybrid precoder by reducing the
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FIGURE 1. Hybrid precoding for frequency-selective wideband mmWave massive MIMO-OFDM system.

cross-entropy between the current probability distributions of
the hybrid precoders and the experimental distributions of the
elite samples (the solutions with high sum-rates). By repeat-
ing this procedure for a predefined number of iterations,
finally, we can obtain a hybrid precoder close to the optimal
solution with an adequately high probability.

We also provide the energy consumption analysis to reveal
the fact that the energy consumed by the one-bit PSs based
hybrid precoding is much lower than that consumed by the
HR-PSs based hybrid precoding. Further, the array gain loss
incurred by using one-bits PSs is small and remains constant.
Moreover, we also analyze the convergence and complex-
ity of the proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding. Besides,
the proposed solution is also extended from the case with
one-bit PSs to the case with higher-resolution PSs to show
its generality in other scenarios. Finally, the performance
evaluation shows that the proposed solution can obtain the
near-optimal sum-rate and significantly higher energy effi-
ciency than some existing solutions in frequency-selective
wideband mmWave massive MIMO systems.

C. ORGANIZATION AND NOTATION
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system and channel models. In Section III,
we provide the energy consumption analysis of one-bit
PSs bases hybrid precoding and then discuss the proposed
CEO-based hybrid precoding for one-bit PSs. We illustrate
the convergence and complexity analyses of the proposed
scheme in Section IV. Section V provides the simulation
results in terms of sum-rate and energy efficiency achieved by
the proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding. Finally, the paper
is concluded in Section VI.
Notations: Upper and lower-case boldface letters repre-

sents matrices and vectors, respectively. (·)H , (·)−1, (·)T ,
tr(·), and ‖·‖F are the Hermitian transpose, inverse, trans-
pose, trace, and Forbenius norm of a matrix, respectively.
E (·) is the expectation. ⊗ indicates the Kronecker prod-
uct. CN (0, σ 2) represents the zero-mean complex Gaussian
distribution with zero mean and the variance σ 2. Finally,
IN denotes the N × N identity matrix.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS
This section introduces the system and channel models of
hybrid precoding for frequency-selective wideband mmWave
massive MIMO-OFDM systems.
As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider the hybrid precoding

design for frequency-selective wideband mmWave massive
MIMO-OFDM system with M subcarriers. The base sta-
tion (BS) is equipped with N transmit antennas and NRF
RF chains (NRF ≤ N ) to serve K single-antenna users.
We assume that each subcarrier carries the equal number of
data streams (Ns = K ) [22].
The transmitted signal vector s [m] of size K × 1, where

m ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} at the BS is firstly precoded with
a subcarrier-dependent digital precoder DBB [m] of size
NRF×K , and then transformed into the time domain by using
theM-point inverse fast-Fourier transform (IFFT). We follow
the MIMO-OFDM transmission scheme with the common
assumption that the maximum delay spread of the channel
will fall within the cyclic prefix (CP) interval [7]. After
adding the CP of length D to the signal, the whole OFDM
signal is fed to the subcarrier-independent analog precoder
ARF of size N × NRF.
It should be emphasized that the analog precoder ARF

is realized in the time domain and it remains common
across all M subcarriers. By contrast, the digital precoder
DBB [m] is subcarrier-dependent and is performed in the fre-
quency domain. This important characteristic differentiates
the frequency-selective hybrid precoding from the conven-
tional fully-digital precoding which is subcarrier-dependent.

The transmitted signal vector s [m] at the mth subcarrier
where m ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} satisfies the normalized power
constraint, i.e., E

[
s [m] (s [m])H

]
= IK . Further, as the ana-

log precoderARF is realized by one-bit PSs in our considered
system so it will bring some additional hardware constraints,
which will be explained in Section-III. Furthermore, the dig-
ital precoder DBB [m] satisfies the total power constraint
M∑
m=1
‖ARFDBB[m]‖2F = ρ, where ρ is the total transmit power.

At the user side, when perfect synchronization is assumed,
the received signal yk [m] for the kth user at themth subcarrier
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FIGURE 2. Different hybrid precoding architectures: (a) HR-PSs based hybrid precoding; (b) Switch-based (SW) hybrid
precoding; (c) One-bit PSs based hybrid precoding.

can be expressed as [7]

yk [m] = hHk [m]ARFDBB [m] s [m]+ nk [m] , (1)

whereH [m] = [h1 [m] ,h2 [m] , . . . ,hK [m]]H is the channel
matrix with hk [m] k = 1, 2, . . . ,K being the N × 1 channel
vector between the kth user and BS at the mth subcarrier,
and nk [m] is the additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN),
i.e., nk [m] ∼ CN

(
0, σ 2

k

)
with σ 2

k representing the noise
power at the kth user.

A. CHANNEL MODEL
To capture the limited scattering features of frequency-
selective wideband mmWave channels, we adopt the widely
used geometric delay-d channel model, which can be
expressed as [8]

hk (d) =

√
N
Lk

Lk∑
l=1

αk,l aBS
(
θk,l

)
pr
(
dTs − τk,l

)
, (2)

where Lk is the number of dominant paths, αk,l and aBS
(
θk,l

)
are the complex gain of the lth path and the antenna
array response vector of the BS with (θk,l) being the angle
of departure (AoD) of the lth path. pr

(
dTs − τk,l

)
is the

pulse-shaping function for Ts-space signaling at time delay
τk,l . When the widely-used uniform linear array (ULA) is
considered, the antenna array response vector aBS

(
θk,l

)
in (2)

can be expressed as

aBS
(
θk,l
)
=

1
√
N

[
1, e

j2π
λ
ds sin(θk,l), . . . , ej(N−1)

j2π
λ
ds sin(θk,l)

]T
,

(3)

where λ is the wavelength of the signal, ds is the antenna
spacing which is usually set as ds = λ

/
2. Given the delay-d

channel model in (2), the channel hk [m] between the BS and

the kth user at the mth subcarrier can be written as [15]

hk [m] =
D∑
d=1

hk (d) e−j
2πm
M d , (4)

where D is the length of the CP.

III. ENERGY EFFICIENT ONE-BIT HYBRID PRECODING
On the basis of Section II, in this section we investigate
the sum-rate maximization problem for the energy efficient
one-bit PSs based hybrid precoding.1 At first, we analyze
the energy consumption and the array gain loss incurred by
using one-bit PSs. Then, we formulate the sum-rate maxi-
mization problem for the one-bit PSs based hybrid precoding
with some practical constraints, particularly the constraints
caused by one-bit PSs. Finally, we present the CEO-based
hybrid precoding scheme to solve the sum-rate maximization
problem for frequency-selective wideband mmWave massive
MIMO systems.

A. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCT
HYBRID PRECODING SCHEMES
Fig. 2 shows the difference between different hybrid pre-
coding architectures. Fig. 2 (a) is for the HR-PSs (e.g.,
4-bit) based hybrid precoding architecture, where each RF
chain is connected with all the antennas through the net-
work of HR-PSs [3]. Note that the power consumed by
these HR-PSs is considerably high (e.g., PHR-PS = 40 mW
for a 4-bit PS), making this architecture suffer from high
hardware cost and power consumption. To overcome this
problem, a switch-based hybrid precoding architecture is
proposed as shown in Fig. 2 (b) [23], where a network of
low-cost switches instead of HR-PSs is used to realize the
analog precoder. However, this architecture cannot attain
the array gain of mmWave massive MIMO systems since

1We will consider Z-bit PSs based hybrid precoding in Section III-D.
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only NRF antennas are active simultaneously. To this end,
a one-bit PSs based hybrid precoding architecture as shown
in Fig. 2 (c) is proposed, which can provide a better trade-off
between the performance and hardware cost/power consump-
tion [16]. Specifically, for the one-bit PSs based hybrid pre-
coding architecture, each RF chain is only connected to a
sub-antenna array with T = N

/
NRF antennas with low-cost

one-bit PSs (comparable to switches), which is similar to
the sub-connected architecture [5]. This feature enables us to
reduce the hardware cost/power consumption, but also obtain
the acceptable array gain to achieve a high sum-rate.

The energy consumed by the HR-PSs based hybrid precod-
ing can be expressed as

PHR-HP = ρ + NRFPRF + NNRFPHR-PS + PBB, (5)

where ρ is the total transmit power, PRF, PHR-PS, and PBB
are the energy consumed by an RF chain, a HR-PSs, and
a baseband unit, respectively. It is worth emphasizing that
HR-PSs-based hybrid precoding can obtain the near-optimal
sum-rate performance, but they necessitate a considerable
number of PSs to fulfill this purpose, for instance N ×NRF =

64× 16 = 1024 [3].
Conversely, the energy consumed by switch based archi-

tecture can be expressed as

PSW-HP = ρ + NRFPRF + NRFPSW + PBB, (6)

where PSW is the energy consumed by a switch, which is
lower than HR-PS (e.g., PSW = 5 mW) [23]. However,
the SW-based hybrid precoding cannot attain the array gain of
mmWave massive MIMO systems, because only NRF anten-
nas are active simultaneously. Hence, an apparent sum-rate
performance degradation will be caused [24].

One-bit PSs based hybrid precoding is attractive to provide
a favorable trade-off between the two precoding schemes
described above. Specifically, for one-bit PSs based hybrid
precoding, each RF chain is only connected to a sub-antenna
array with T = N

/
NRF antennas, which is similar to the

sub-connected structure [5]. Thus, the energy consumed by
the one-bit PSs based hybrid precoding can be expressed as

Pone-bit-HP = ρ + NRFPRF + NPone-bit-PS + PBB. (7)

It is important to mention here that the energy consumed
by one-bit PSs (Pone-bit-PS) is very low (i.e.,Pone-bit-PS =
5mW) [23]. Therefore, by comparing (5) and (7), it can
be concluded that the energy consumption of the one-bit
PSs based hybrid precoding is considerably lower than that
of the HR-PSs based hybrid precoding. Furthermore, com-
pared with the SW-based hybrid precoding, one-bit PSs based
hybrid precoding can utilize all antennas to achieve the
desired array gain, which is important for mmWave massive
MIMO systems.

InLemma 1, we will show that the array gain loss incurred
by using one-bit PSs-based hybrid precoding is limited and
remains constant as number of antennas goes to infinity.
Lemma 1: Without the loss of generality, the ratio γ

between the array gain achieved by one-bit PSs-based hybrid

precoding and that achieved by HR-PSs-based hybrid pre-
coding satisfies

lim
N→∞,NT =NRF

|γ |2 =
4
π2 sin

2π

2
. (8)

Proof: Refer to Appendix A.
Lemma 1 provides the insight that the performance loss

incurred by using one-bit PSs based hybrid precoding is
acceptable and remains constant when the number of BS
antennas increases. Considering the higher energy efficiency
of one-bit PSs, we can easily see that one-bit PSs based
hybrid precoding provides a better trade-off between the HR-
PSs-based and switch-based hybrid precoding schemes. Next,
we formulate the sum-rate maximization problem for one-bit
PSs based hybrid precoding under the practical hardware
constraints caused by one-bit PSs.

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For the existing hybrid precoding schemes as discussed in
Section I-A, the non-zero elements of ARF are realized by
HR-PS as depicted in Fig. 2 (a) [3]. Generally, HR-PSs is
employed to ensure a high sum-rate, but the power consumed
by these HR-PSs is significantly high. One promising method
to solve this problem is to replace the HR-PSs with one-bit
PSs. Therefore, in this section, we design an efficient hybrid
precoder with one-bit PSs for frequency-selective wideband
mmWave massive MIMO systems in this section.

To do this, we first describe the additional hardware con-
straints incurred by the one-bit PSs, which are different from
the conventional constraints. The first constraint is that the
analog precoder ARF has to be a block diagonal matrix

ARF =

 aRF1 . . . 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · aRFNRF


N×NRF

, (9)

where aRFn is T × 1 analog precoder on the nth sub-antenna
array. Further, all the N nonzero elements of ARF should
belong to

1
√
N
{−1,+1} . (10)

Our goal is to develop an efficient hybrid precoder (Aopt
RF

and Dopt
BB [m]) to maximize the achievable sum-rate R. This

problem can be formulated as(
Aopt
RF,

{
Dopt
BB [m]

}M
m=1

)
= argmax

Aopt
RF ,

{
Dopt
BB[m]

}M
m=1

R,

s.t. ARF ∈ A,
M∑
m=1

‖ARFDBB [m]‖2F = ρ, (11)

where A is the set that contains all the possible analog pre-
coders which satisfies the above two constraints (9) and (10).
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Consquently, the sum-rate R can be expressed as

Rk [m] =
1
M

K∑
k=1

M∑
m=1

log2 (1+ γk [m]), (12)

where γk [m] is the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio
(SINR) for the kth user at subcarrier m, which is given by

γk [m] =

∣∣hHk ARFdkBB [m]
∣∣2

K∑
k ′ 6=k

M∑
m=1

∣∣∣hHk [m]ARFdk
′

BB [m]
∣∣∣2 + Kσ 2

, (13)

where σ 2 is the AWGN power and dkBB [m] is the kth column
of DBB [m].

The constraints (9) and (10) on the analog precoderARF are
non-convex. To solve this challenging problem, we propose
the machine learning inspired CEO-based hybrid precoding
scheme in the next section.

C. PROPOSED CEO-BASED HYBRID PRECODING
To tackle the above non-convex problem, we first decouple
the joint design of the analog and digital precoder. As all the
N non-zero elements of the analog precoder belong to (10),
hence the number of potentialARF is finite. Therefore, we can
perceive the problem in (11) as a non-coherent combining
problem [25]. We can start by selecting one candidate analog
precoder ARF and then we can compute the optimal digital
precoders DBB [m]Mm=1 by using the effective channel matrix
H [m]ARF at each subcarrier m. By searching all possible
analog precoders ARF, finally we can find the optimal analog
Aopt
RF and digital Dopt

BB [m]Mm=1 precoders at each subcarrier.
Unfortunately, such an exhaustive search requires filtering
through all 2N possible combinations, which involves unaf-
fordably high complexity, as N is generally large in
mmWave massive MIMO systems (e.g., N = 64, 264 ≈
1.84× 1019) [2].

To intelligently search the optimal analog precoder, we uti-
lize the idea of cross-entropy optimization (CEO) which
was developed for machine learning applications. In CEO,
based on the probability distributions of the elements in the
hybrid precoder, several candidate hybrid precoders are gen-
erated randomly. Then, based on the achievable sum-rates of
these generated candidate hybrid precoders, It improves the
probability distributions of the elements in ARF by reducing
the cross-entropy between the two probability distributions
(i.e., the current probability distributions of the hybrid pre-
coders and the experimental probability distributions of elite
samples). We have provided the pseudo-code of CEO-based
hybrid precoding in Algorithm 1. Next, we explain several
important steps of CEO-based hybrid precoding in detail.

At first, we collect all of the non-zero elements in
ARF in an N × 1 vector which can be shown as a =[(
aRF1

)T
,
(
aRF2

)T
, . . .

(
aRFNRF

)T ]T
. Then, we define the prob-

ability parameter p = [p1, p2, . . . , pN ]T as an N × 1 vec-
tor, where 0 ≤ pn ≤ 1 represents the probability that
an = 1

/
√
N , where an is the nth element of a. Furthermore,

p(0) is initialized as p(0) = 1
2 × 1N×1. After initializing

the parameters for CEO-based hybrid precoding with one-bit
PSs, we start the search and update process which involves
the following key steps.

Algorithm 1 The Proposed CEO-Based Hybrid Precoding
With One-Bit PSs
Input: Wideband channel matrix H [m]; Number of subcar-

riers M ; Number of candidates O; Smoothing step size
�; Number of iterations I ; Number of elites Oelite;.

1: Initialize: i = 0, p(0) = 1/
2× 1N×1.

2: for 0 ≤ i ≤ I do
3: Generate O candidate ARF randomly as{

Ao
RF

}O
o=1 based on 4

(
A;p(i)

)
;

4: for m = 1 : M do
5: Calculate O corresponding digital precoders

DBB [m] based on the effective channel as in (15);
6: end for
7: Compute the achievable sum-rate

{
R
(
Ao
RF

)}O
o=1

using (13);
8: Sort

{
R
(
Ao
RF

)}O
o=1 in descending as

R
(
A[1]
RF

)
≥ R

(
A[2]
RF

)
≥ · · · ≥ R

(
A[O]
RF

)
;

9: Select elites as A[1]
RF,A

[2]
RF, . . . ,A

[Oelite]
RF ;

10: Update the probability p(i+1) according to
{
A[o]
RF

}Oelite
o=1

by using (20);
11: i = i+ 1;
12: end for
Output: Analog precoder Aopt

RF , Digital precoder
Dopt
BB [m]Mm=1;

In the ith iteration, at step 3, we generate O candidate
analog precoders

{
Ao
RF

}O
o=1 depending on the probability dis-

tribution 4
(
A;p(i)

)
, where we generate {ao}Oo=1 according

to p(i), and organize them in matrices form which belongs to
A. Next, in step 5, by using the effective channel Ho

eq [m] =
H [m]Ao

RF for 1 ≤ o ≤ O, we calculate the corresponding
digital precoders DBB [m]Mm=1 at each subcarrier m. Here,
we employ the zero-forcing digital precoding scheme with
low-complexity and near-optimal performance which can be
computed as

Go [m] =
(
Ho

eq [m]
)H(

Ho
eq [m]

(
Ho

eq [m]
)H)−1

, (14)

Do
BB [m] = βoGo [m] , (15)

where βo =
√
ρ
/∥∥Ao

RFG
o [m]

∥∥
F denotes the power

normalized factor.
After calculating the M digital precoders for each candi-

date analog precoder, we calculate the sum-rate for O pairs.
To calculate the achievable sum-rate

{
R
(
Ao
RF

)}O
o=1 in step 7,

we substitute Ao
RF and D

o
BB [m] in (13). Subsequently, in step

8, the calculated sum-rates are sorted in descending order.
In step 9, we select theOelite candidate analog precoders with
the highest sum-rate as the elite candidates. In step 10, these
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selected elite candidates are employed to update the probabil-
ity distribution p(i+1) to minimize the cross-entropy between
the current probability distributions of the hybrid precoder
and the experimental distributions of the elite candidates [19]
(the solutions with high sum-rates) as

p(i+1) = argmax
p(i)

1
O

Oelite∑
o=1

ln4
(
A[o]

RF;p
(i)
)
, (16)

where 4
(
A[o]

RF;p
(i)
)
is the probability to generate A[o]

RF.

Note that 4
(
A[o]

RF;p
(i)
)
= 4

(
a[o];p(i)

)
, and the nth ele-

ment a[o]n of a[o] is a Bernoulli random variable, where a[o]n
=

1
√
N

has a probability p(i)n . Similarly, a[o]n = −1
√
N

has a

probability 1− p(i)n . Therefore, we have

4
(
A[o]

RF;p
(i)
)
=

N∏
n=1

(
p(i)n
) 1

2

(
1+
√
Na(o)n

) (
1−p(i)n

) 1
2

(
1+
√
Na(o)n

)
.

(17)

By substituting (17) into (16), the first order derivative of (17)
w.r.t p(i)n can be represented as

1
O

O∑
o=1

(
1+
√
Na[o]n

2pin
−

1−
√
Na[o]n

2
(
1− pin

) ). (18)

Setting (18) to zero, pn(i+1) is updated in step 10 as

p(i+1)n =

O∑
o=1

(√
Na[o]n + 1

)
2

. (19)

To avoid the local optimum, we can further modify (19) as

p(i+1)n = �(i+1)
× p(i+1)n +

(
1−�(i+1)

)
× p(i)n . (20)

where 0 < �(i+1) < 1 is the smoothing step size in current
iteration (i+ 1).

The rationality of (20) will be explained in Section-IV-A.
We repeat the step 3 to step 10 for the predefined I iterations.
Then, the optimal analog precoder Aopt

RF with best sum-rate

performance i.e., R
[
A[1]
RF

]
is obtained. Finally, the optimal

digital precoder Dopt
BB [m]Mm=1 at subcarrier m is calculated

based on the obtained optimal analog precoder.

D. CEO-BASED HYBRID PRECODING WITH Z-bit PSs
Next, we present the extension of the proposed CEO-based
hybrid precoding to the more general case (i.e., Z-bit PSs).
To do so, we first generate the parameterized sampling dis-
tribution, which generates the candidate solutions for the
following iterations. A simple method to generate a ran-
dom sample ā = {ān}Nn=1 is to independently draw from
[ān, ā2, · · · , āN ], where each ān belongs to a |Z|-point dis-
crete distribution

{
p(i)z,n

}|Z|
z=1

. Here,
{
p(i)z,n

}
is the probability

of the zth quantized phase in set Z being selected as ān.

Then, using the elite candidates to update the probability to
minimize the cross-entropy can be written as

p(i+1)z,n = argmax
p(i)

1
O

Oelite∑
o=1

ln4
(
A[o]

RF; p
(i)
z,n

)
, (21)

where 4
(
A[o]

RF; p
(i)

z,n

)
is given by

4
(
A[o]

RF; p
(i)
z,n

)
=

N∏
n=1

|Z|∑
z=1

p(i)z,n1{ā[o]∈Az,n}
, (22)

where the indicator function 1{·} = 1 if the statement
{·} is true, otherwise 1{·} = 0. Furthermore, Az,n ={
ā ∈ ZN

: ān = 2πz
|Z|

}
where Z ,

{
2πz
2Z |z = 1, · · · , 2Z

}
denotes the set which contains all the possible analog pre-
coders satisfying the given constraint (9).
Here, since only one quantized phase can be assigned to one
PS, the probability of each

{
p(i)z,n

}
is constrained to a sum of

one, i.e.,
|Z |∑
z=1

p(i)z,n = 1. To meet this constraint, we introduce

the Lagrange multiplier {Ln}Nn=1 into (21) as

p(i+1)z,n = argmax
p(i)

1
O

Oelite∑
o=1

ln4
(
A[o]

RF; p
(i)
z,n

)

+

N∑
n=1

Ln

 |Z|∑
z=1

(
p(i)z,n − 1

). (23)

By taking the first derivative of the target in (23) with respect
to
{
p(i)z,n

}
, and then by setting the result equal to zero, we get

1
O

Oelite∑
o=1

1{ā[o]∈Az,n}
+ Lnp(i)z,n = 0. (24)

Then, by adding all of (24) for z = 1, 2, · · · , |Z|, we obtain

Ln = −
1
O

Oelite∑
o=1

. (25)

Finally, substituting (25) into (24), we get the probability
update as

p(i+1)z,n =

∑Oelite
o=1 1{ā[o]∈Az,n}∑Oelite

o=1

. (26)

The efficiency of the proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding
with Z-bit PSs will be verified in the Section V.

IV. CONVERGANCE AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
This section presents the convergence and computational
complexity analyses of the proposed CEO-based hybrid pre-
coding scheme.
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A. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Sometimes the local optimum (premature convergence) may
be achieved at the beginning of the optimization process by
using (19) directly to update the probability distribution [18].
To avoid this premature convergence, updating (16) incre-
mentally for the next iteration is a favorable solution rather
than setting up a new probability distribution for the next
iteration which can be expressed as [21].

p(i)n = �
(i)
× p(i)n +

(
1−�(i)

)
× p(i−1)n , (27)

where p(i−1)n is a probability update obtained in the previous
iteration and 0 < �(i) < 1 being the smoothing step size
at current iteration i. To avoid the local optimum, choosing
the appropriate smoothing step is necessary. To increase the
probability to generate the optimal solution smoothing step
size selection is a critical parameter, the following theorem
can verify this.
Theorem 1: The proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding

algorithm can generate the optimal solution AoptRF with the
probability approaching to 1, if the smoothing step size �(i)

is set as

�(i) =
µ

i ln (i+ 1)
(28)

where 0 < µ < 1 is a smoothing parameter and set as a
constant.

Proof: Refer to Appendix B.
Remark 1 (Parameter Settings): The parameters (O, µ)

must be determined by employing the CEO framework to the
considered problem. In this paper, we consider the smoothing
parameter (µ = 0.8), as suggested in [25]. Conversely,
the value of O is problem dependent. To determine the appro-
priate number candidate solutions O the simplest way is to
evaluate the performance of the algorithm against different
values of O and chose the best value for extensive simulations.
This fact further demonstrates in the simulation section for
clear understanding.
Remark 2 (Stopping Criterion): The most intuitive way to

terminate the CEO algorithm is to run the algorithm for a
reasonable period until it reaches the predefined maximum
number of iterations. Under such a condition, the complexity
of the CEO-algorithm can be analyzed by using the number
of evaluations of the objective function, which is the product
of the candidate solution O and the number of iterations I .

B. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
From Algorithm 1, it can be observed that the complexity of
the proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding scheme originates
from steps 5, 7, and 10. As in step 5, it is required to cal-

culate the effective channel matrices
{
Ho

eq [m]
}O
o=1

for each
candidate solution O, and the corresponding digital precoder{
Do
BB [m]

}O
o=1 according to (15) and (16). Consequently, this

part has the complexity of O
(
MONK 2

)
. Next in step 7,

the sum-rate achieved by each candidate solution is com-
puted. Here, we apply the classical ZF precoder, the SINR of

FIGURE 3. Achievable sum-rate of CEO-based hybrid precoding with
one-bit PSs against O and I .

each user for oth candidate is simplified to γ o =
(
βo
/
σ
)2.

Therefore, it has complexityO (MO). step 10 is the updating
step of p(i+1)n according to (20), which comprises the com-
plexity of O(MNOelite).

In conclusion, the total computational complexity of
the proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding after running
I iterations is O

(
MIONK 2

)
. Since, I and O are not

"necessarily very large. Further, M is fixed for mmWave
frequency-selective channels. Hence, the complexity of
CEO-based hybrid precoding is satisfactory and can be con-
sidered comparable to some existing solutions [3], [23].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section discusses the performance achieved by the pro-
posed CEO-based hybrid precoding in terms of sum-rate and
energy efficiency. We compare our proposed solution with
some existing solutions i.e., [3] and [23]. The basic simulation
parameters are as follows

We adopt the commonly used geometric channel model
as defined in (2) to realize the practical frequency-selective
wideband mmWave channel for K = 4 users. The bandwidth
is set as 4 GHz and the carrier frequency is 60 GHz. The
number of paths is set as Lk = 3, θk,l is assumed to follow
the uniform distribution within [0, 2π ] for 1 ≤ l ≤ Lk
and αk,l ∼ CN (0, 1). The number of subcarriers M is 128,
and CP length is D = 64. The path delay is uniformly
distributed within [0,DTs] with Ts = 1. The uniform linear
array (ULA) is adopted in simulations [26]. Finally, SNR is
defined as ρ

/
σ 2.

Fig. 3 presents the achievable sum-rate of the proposed
CEO-based hybrid precoding with one-bit PSs against the
different numbers of iterations I and candidate solutions O,
where N = 64,NRF = 4 and SNR = 10dB. It can be
observed that, as the number of candidate solution O is small
(i.e., O = 50), the achievable sum-rate is low. Whereas,
by increasing O (e.g., O = 100 or O = 150), there is an
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FIGURE 4. Achievable sum-rate of CEO-based hybrid precoding with
one-bit PSs, (when N = 64, NRF = 4, M = 128) compared to other
precoding systems.

obvious enhancement in the sum-rate. Furthermore, if O is
adequately large (e.g., O = 200), this trend is not apparent,
and the performance improvement is negligible. This clarifies
that it is not necessary for O to be too large; for instance,
O = 100 is sufficient to achieve satisfactory results. Addi-
tionally, Fig. 3 shows that the slightly small number of iter-
ations (i.e., I = 20) is sufficient for the proposed scheme to
converge.

Fig. 4 presents the sum-rate achieved by the proposed
CEO-based hybrid precoding compared with some exist-
ing solutions for the frequency-selective wideband mmWave
massive MIMO system. We set N = 64,NRF = 4,
M = 128, and K = 4. Furthermore, the number of
candidate solution, the number of elite candidates, and the
number of iterations are set as O = 100, Oelite = 40, and
I = 20, respectively. We consider the HR-PSs based hybrid
precoding using four-bit PSs [3] and the proposed CEO-based
hybrid precoding using one-bit PSs and two-bit PSs. Also,
the antenna selection (AS)-based hybrid precoding [23] is
considered for the SW-based architecture. From Fig. 4 we
can observe that the proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding
can achieve considerably higher sum-rate than the AS-based
hybrid precoding. Furthermore, an obvious performance gap
can be observed between the proposed solution using one-bit
PSs and HR-based hybrid precoding using four-bit PSs, but
this gap can be reduced as the resolution of PSs is increased.

In Fig. 5, we set N = 128,NRF = 8, M = 256, and
K = 4. Fig 5, clearly shows that the proposed solution with
one-bit PSs can achieve a considerably higher sum-rate than
the conventional SW-based hybrid precoding and the gap
between the HR-based hybrid precoding with four-bit PSs
and CEO-based hybrid precoding with two-bit PSs is small
as compared to one-bit PSs case.

Fig. 6 compares the achievable sum-rate between the pro-
posed CEO-based hybrid precoding and the exiting hybrid

FIGURE 5. Achievable sum-rate of CEO-based hybrid precoding with
two-bit PSs, (when N = 128, NRF = 8, M = 256) compared to other
precoding systems.

FIGURE 6. Sum-rate comparison of CEO-based hybrid precoding and
existing hybrid precoding, when N = 64, NRF = 4, M = 128.

precoding scheme proposed for low-resolution PSs [17].
Specifically, in Fig. 6, we consider two cases (i.e., one-bit
PSs and two-bit PSs) for both schemes. At first, we set
N = 64,NRF = 4,M = 128 for K = 4. It can be observed
that the performance attained by the proposed solution for
both cases as compared to [17] is undeniable. This is due to
the reason that the solution in [17] uses the predefined set of
phases from codebook which may cause performance loss as
compared to our proposed scheme.

Furthermore, in Fig. 7, we employ the same sum-rate
comparisonwith different parameter settings, (i.e., whenN =
128,NRF = 8,M = 256 for K = 4) for both one-bit and
two-bit PSs cases, where we can draw the similar conclusions
as in Fig. 6. Therefore, we can conclude that our proposed
solution can achieve a better performance in low-resolution
PSs cases as compared to the existing solution.
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FIGURE 7. Sum-rate comparison of CEO-based hybrid precoding and
existing hybrid precoding, when N = 128, NRF = 8, M = 256.

FIGURE 8. Energy efficiency comparison against the number of RF chains
NRF when N = 64, M = 128.

Fig. 8 presents the energy efficiency achieved by the pro-
posed solution in comparison with some existing hybrid pre-
coding schemes when N = 64 and the RF chains are varied
from 1 to 32. We set the same parameters for Algorithm 1 as
specified in Fig. 4. According to [27], energy efficiency can
be well defined by the ratio of the attainable sum-rate and the
energy consumption which can be expressed as

η =
R
ρ
(bps/Hz/W) , (29)

The energy consumption for HR-PSs based hybrid precod-
ing with 4-bit PSs [3], SW-based hybrid precoding [23],
and one-bit PSs based hybrid precodings are given in (6),
(7), and (8), respectively. We adopt the practical values in
this paper, e.g., ρ = 30mW [5], PRF = 300mW [23],
PBB = 200mW [24], PHR-PS = 40mW (4-bit PSs) and
PSW = Pone-bit-PS = 5mW [16].

FIGURE 9. CEO-based hybrid precoding with different CSI conditions,
(when N = 64, NRF = 4, M = 128).

Fig. 8 illustrates that the proposed CEO-based hybrid pre-
coding scheme with one-bit PSs achieves the highest energy
efficiency in comparison to other schemes, especially when
the number of RF chains is not extremely large. Furthermore,
it can be seen that when NRF = 8, the energy efficiency
of the HR-PSs based hybrid precoding is much lower than
the ZF digital precoding. The reason is that when NRF rises,
there is a steep increase in the number of PSs in PS-based
hybrid precoding. Consequently, using high-resolution PSs
with high power consumption is not suitable in practice.

Since the energy consumption of one-bit PSs compared to
high-resolution PSs is much less, we can therefore conclude
that CEO-based hybrid precoding scheme with one-bit PSs
can accomplish a superior trade-off between the energy effi-
ciency and sum-rate as compared to that achieved by [3], [23].

In the end, the effect of imperfect channel state informa-
tion (CSI) on the proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding is
observed, where Ĥ[m] denotes the imperfect CSI as in [28]

Ĥ[m] = ξH[m]+
√
1− ξ2E, (30)

where ξ ∈ [0, 1] is the CSI accuracy, H[m] is the original
channel matrix, and E denotes the error matrix whose entries
followed an i.i.d distribution CN (0, 1).

Fig. 9 presents the attainable sum-rate of CEO-based
hybrid precoding for different CSI conditions when N =
64,NRF = 4,M = 128. We consider a perfect CSI case and
several imperfect CSI cases with different values of ξ . The
proposed CEO-based hybrid precoding with one-bit PSs is
not sensitive to CSI accuracy. The sum-rate achieved by the
proposed scheme with the value ξ = 0.8 is very near to the
perfect CSI scenario. Furthermore, when the CSI accuracy is
extremely bad, e.g., ξ = 0.4. The CEO-based scheme can still
achieve 80% of the sum-rate compared with the perfect CSI
scenario.Moreover, in Fig. 10, the same sum-rate comparison
with different settings (e.g., N = 128,NRF = 8,M = 256)
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FIGURE 10. CEO-based hybrid precoding with different CSI conditions,
(when N = 128, NRF = 8, M = 256).

is provided, from which we can draw conclusions similar
to Fig. 9.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed the CEO-based hybrid precoding with
one-bit PSs for frequency-selective wideband mmWave mas-
sive MIMO systems. First, the energy consumption analysis
is provided to reveal that one-bit PSs based hybrid precoding
has lower power consumption. Further, the array gain loss
incurred by using one-bit PSs is limited and remains constant.
Then, the sum-rate maximization problem for one-bit PSs
based hybrid precoding was formulated under some practical
constraints, and a low-complexity algorithm based on CEO
was proposed to solve the sum-rate maximization problem.
Moreover, we have provided the convergence and complexity
analyses of the proposed algorithm. Our results verified that
the proposed scheme attain an acceptable sum-rate perfor-
mance and considerably higher energy efficiency compared
to some existing schemes.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
For the HR-PSs, the array gain is

η∞ =
∣∣αk,l ∣∣. (31)

On the other hand, the array gain attained by one-bit PSs can
be expressed as

ηone-bit =
1
N

∣∣αk,l ∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1

ejφ̄t

∣∣∣∣∣ , (32)

Then, the ratio γ between the array gain achieved by one-bit
PSs and that achieved by HR-PSs is

|γ |2 =

∣∣∣∣ηone-bitη∞

∣∣∣∣2 = 1
N 2

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1

ejφ̄t

∣∣∣∣∣
2

,

=
1
N 2

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1

cos
(
φ̄t
)∣∣∣∣∣
2

+

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1

sin
(
φ̄t
)∣∣∣∣∣
2 , (33)

Since the non-zero elements in the analog precoder belong
to 1

N {−1,+1}, then φ̄t denoting the phase quantization
error can be assumed to follow the uniform distribution
U
(
−π

/
2, π

/
2
)
for t = 1, 2, . . . ,T . Thus, we have

lim
N→∞,NT=NRF

|γ |2=
1
N 2

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1

cos
(
φ̄t
)∣∣∣∣∣
2

+

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑
t=1

sin
(
φ̄t
)∣∣∣∣∣
2 ,

=
(
E
[
cos

(
φ̄t
)])2
+
(
E
[
sin
(
φ̄t
)])2

,

=
4
π2 sin

2π

2
, (34)

where (34) is obtained by using the uniform distribution of φ̄t .
Therefore, we reach

lim
N→∞,NT =NRF

|γ |2 =
4
π2 sin

2π

2
, (35)

which completes the proof of Lemma 1.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We follow the steps in [21] and [25] to prove the convergence.
From [21], we can observe that as i→∞, we have

1−
ln i

ln (i+ 1)
=

ln
(
1
i + 1

)
ln (i+ 1)

≈
1

i ln (i+ 1)
. (36)

Using (36) and by applying the condition 0 < µ < 1, it can
be observed that

�(i) = µ
1

i ln (i+ 1)
< 1−

ln i
ln (i+ 1)

, (37)

when i is sufficiently large. According to (27) and using (36),
we have

p(i)n ≥

 i∏
q=1

(
1−�(q)

) .p(0)n
=

 i−1∏
q=1

(
1−�(q)

) I∏
q=i

(
1−�(q)

) .p(0)n
≥

 i−1∏
q=1

(
1−�(q)

) I∏
q=i

(
ln q

ln (q+ 1)

) .p(0)n
=

 i−1∏
q=1

(
1−�(q)

) . ln I
ln (i+ 1)

1
2

=
0

ln (i+ 1)
, (38)

where

0
1
=

I−1∏
q=1

(
1−�(q)

) ln I
2

(39)

is a constant, and p(0)n = 1
2 .

To ensure that CEO will generate the optimal solution,
we need to show that the probability of not generating the
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optimal solution tends to zero as the number of iteration goes
to infinity [21]. To prove that, we define the three events as
follows.

First,X (i),
{
A[o]
q 6=A

opt
RF , o=1, 2, · · · ,O, q=1,· · · , i −1

}
is defined as the event in which the optimal solution was
never generated before the iteration i. Second, we denote
the event in which the optimal solution was not gen-
erated in all O candidate solutions at iteration i by
Y(i) =

{
A[o]
q 6= Aopt

RF , o = 1, 2, · · · ,O
}
. Third, Y(i)o ={

A[o]
q 6= Aopt

RF

}
denotes the event in which the optimal solu-

tion was not generated in oth sample in iteration i.
Considering the fact that the candidate solutions generated

by CEO algorithm at a given iteration are independently and
identically distributed. Then, (39) provides the probability
to generate the optimal solution for one element. Therefore,
the probability to generate the optimal solutions for NRF
elements can be shown as

(
0

ln(i+1)

)NRF
.

In contrast, the probability that the optimal solution was
not generated in all O candidate solutions at iteration i can be
written as

Pr
(
Y(i)|X (i)

)
=

O∏
o=1

Pr
(
Y(i)o |X (i)

)

≤

[
1−

(
0

ln (i+ 1)

)NRF

1

]O
. (40)

Therefore, the probability that optimal solution was never
generated can be bounded as

∞∏
i=1

Pr
(
Y(i)|X (i)

)
6

I−1∏
i=1

1.
∞∏
i=I

[
1−

(
0

ln (i+ 1)

)NRF
]O

=

∞∏
i=I

[
1−

(
0

ln (i+ 1)

)NRF
]O
. (41)

taking the natural log of (41) and considering∑
i
(ln (i+ 1))→−∞, we have

ln


∞∏
i=I

[
1−

(
0

ln (i+ 1)

)NRF
]O

= O
∞∑
i=I

ln

[
1−

(
0

ln (i+ 1)

)NRF
]

6 −O
∞∑
i=I

(
0

ln (i+ 1)

)NRF

→ −∞. (42)

From (42), we know that (41) tends to zero. This means
that the probability of generating the optimal solution is
equal to 1.
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